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ABSTBACT 
We study the fields of values W( 0) of a nonsingular 2 X 2 complex matrix A and of 
its polar factors V and P (or 0) with A = VP ( = QV). If trA = 0, then the geometry 
of W(A) completely determines that of W(P) and W(V) and conversely. We give 
explicit algebraic formulas and geometric descriptions of this and the general (trA * 0) 
case. 
1. SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
Every nonsingular matrix A E C,, has a unique polar decomposition 
A = VP (or A = QU) where V (and U) E C nn are unitary and P (and Q) 
EC,, are positive definite. Hence all information contained in such a 
nonsingular A must reappear in some form in its polar factors V and P, and it 
must be completely retrievable from them. Questions of this kind seem never 
to have been treated before in the literature; in fact the literature about the 
polar factorization itself is very sparse. 
We want to study one special aspect of this question, namely the field of 
values W(A) of A in terms of the fields of values of its polar factors V and P. 
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For A EC,,, W(A): = {x*Ax)x EC”, x*x = l}~ C is a well-studied convex 
subset of the complex plane. For a normal matrix this field of values is the 
convex hull of its eigenvalues, so that W(V) and W(P) can easily be 
determined from the eigenvalues of V and P. In trying to shed light on the 
relationship between the field of values of A and those of its polar factors V 
and P, there are two major problems: There exists no explicit description of 
W(A) for n > 2, and again for n > 2 there exist no formulas for the explicit 
polar decomposition of A. There is some hope of overcoming these problems 
for n = 3,4, but for n > 4, explicit formulas for the polar factors of A cannot 
be given, because a 5th (or higher) degree polynomial cannot be solved 
algebraicahy. As a start, we will deal in this paper exclusively with 2x2 
complex matrices, for which the field of values can be completely described 
(see Uhlig [2]) and f or which the polar decomposition matrices V and P can 
be explicitly computed (see Theorem 2 below). 
For n > 2, the analogous questions are wide open for the further research. 
The evidence for n = 2, though, suggests many seemingly natural conjectures 
for higher n. 
The results for n = 2 are roughly speaking as follows: W(A) is an ellipse 
centered at 8 trA E C with major axis in the direction of the unit vector 
The lengths of the half axes are T$(]]A~]]~ f2(JdetA,]])‘/2, where A, = A 
- &trA)Z and ]]A]] denotes the Schur norm of A (see Uhlig [2] and Theorem 
1 below). The unitary factor V of A has a chord of the unit circle as field of 
values. W(V) lies in the direction of 
The positive definite factor P has eigenvalues 
i( hAlI +2(ldet All f \/l1412 - 2(ldetAll), 
which describe W(P) completely as an interval in W. Thus for A E C a with 
trA = 0, the vital constants of the ellipse W(A) recur in the description of 
W(V) and W(P): The midpoint of the interval W(P) gives the length of the 
major half axis of W(A), while the length of W(P) gives the length of the 
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minor axis of W(A). The direction of the major axis of W(A) coincides with 
the direction of W(V). (See Examples 1 and 2a below.) 
For A E 4: 22 with trA * 0, the situation is far more complicated. It is 
intriguing to have the same functions 
- det * . - 
lldet . . - 11 
and ~11...l(2+211det...II 
appear in the descriptions of all three of W(A), W( V ), and W( P ) but with 
different arguments A or A,. As of now, a true understanding of this 
phenomenon has not been found. The main result of this paper is the 
combination of several auxiliary results which we give next. 
2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE RESULTS 
Throughout, all matrices will be 2 x 2 over the complex numbers. 
ForAECss, the field of values W(A) has been explicitly described thus: 
THEOREM 1. (Uhlig [2, Theorem 11). Let 
A= tf f; EC%. ( 1 
Then the field of values W(A) of A is an ellipse in the complex plane 
centered at gtr A E C. The major axis of this ellipse fm an angle a with the 
real line in C, where 
andA,=A - i(trA)Z. The major&s has length 2v = ((IA,(12 +2)ldet Ao(l)1’2, 
while the minor axis has length 2~ = (IJA,l12 - 2l)det AoJl)1/2. 
For A EC,, explicit formulas for the polar factors V and P of A can be 
derived analogously to the real case (see Uhhg [I, Theorem 13): 
THEOREM 2. Euey nonsingular matrix 
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can be fmtmd uniquely as A = VP = QV with V*V = I, and with P = P* 
and Q = Q* both positive definite, where 
P =Ildet[A+Ildet AII(A*)-‘]II-1’2(A*A+l~det AlIZ), 
Q=lldet[A+lldetAII(A*)-1]II-1’2(AA*+lldetAIIZ), 
V=Ildet[A+lldetAII(A*)-‘]II-1’2[A+lldetAII(A*)-1]. 
To shorten the notation it is useful to evaluate the following constant first: 
LEMMA 1. 
p2: =/det[A+lldetAII(A*)-‘]II=I(AI12+211detAll, 
where 
IPII = hII +lPl12 +11412 +11412 
denotes the Schur norm of A. 
Proof. 
p2 = Ildet( A +Ildet All( A*) - ‘)I1 
1 b detA d detA _ 
= det 
a + I(det A!( -@zq 
c detA & d I &A a 
\ lldet All IPet All 
= ()a + e’qalj2 +llb - e’%(12 
= llAlj2 + e*q det A + e-‘qdet A 
= 11412 +2lldet All, where 
det A 
ei’+‘: = l,det A,, , 
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Proof of Zhzurem 2. P and Q are clearly positive definite. We have 
V*V = P_“( A*A +2((det AllZ +lldet All”( A*A) - ‘) 
= PII +2lldetAIl z 
P2 ’ 
since 
(A*A)-l= ’ llb112 +IJdl(2 
I(det AlI2 - a6- cz 
From Lemma 1, V is unitary. And A = VP = QV can easily be verified as in 
the real case (see Uhlig [ 1, Theorem 11). ??
Next we want to find the eigenvalues of the positive definite polar factor P 
or Q: 
THEOREM 3. For nomingular 
the positive definite right factor P (or left factor Q) in the polar okcomposi- 
tion A = W ( = QV) of A has eigenvalues 
q =i( I(A(12 +2lldet AlI 31 I(Al12 - 2lldet All). 
Proof. The eigenvalues wi of A*A (and AA*) satisfy olw2 = det A*A = 
lldet AlI2 ( = det AA*) and w1 + o2 = trA*A = JIAl12 ( = trAA*). Thus of - 
llAl12w2 +Ildet AlI2 = 0 and 
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Hence from Theorem 2, the eigenvalues q of both P and Q are 
q = $(q +I)det All) 
IlA(12 31 \lllAl14 - 4lldet AlI2 +2(ldet All 
= 
2hAl12 + 2lldet All 
=+ (hAlI +2lldeWl + hAlI - 2lldetAll) 
where /3 = &All2 +2[(det AlI as before. 
THEOREM 4. For nonsingular 
the unitary factor V in the polar decomposition A = VP = QV of A has 
f3ig envalues 
lFLi =
trAj)detAJj+detAtrAkdm*r 
2lldet All\lllAl12 +2lldet All ’ 
where 
r = {4(llAl12 + 2lldet All)lldet All 
- 2)Jdet AlllltrAl12 - 2Re[ (trA)2detA])1’2 E W. 
Proof. From Theorem 3 we have det P = E~E~ = (Jdet All. Since A = VP, 
det V = (det A)/(ldet AlI = : eiv for some 0 Q ‘p < 2~. 
Thus for the eigenvalues pi of V we have pIp2 = detV = e@‘. Moreover 
from the description of V in the proof for Lemma 1, we obtain 
uft?Jqo 03 lap10 IIF ‘34 = :A ‘pv = :x gpti 
‘=p3fi‘X .I03 llfill - lbll e IP - 41 
* [ v-lap&p + D)]wz - JP + dlllv wllz - Ilv w4& 
1 
Ilv JaPlldz = 
VlaP-1 
Z,1[llvwPllv~aP,8’p - ,(?-)&-ae+ 
Jp + ~IIIlv~apllv~~ez+ ZIIvwllB(P+ D)] “v’~“‘z = 
( 
Ilv wdl Jlv well 
-z~~-Z(P+ zv$ap + 
Z/l vJap 
zllP + 4l~z+,@ + q $ 
I 
:Jarg_rn3 rr%rs 100.1 ayl Iapun uo!ssaldxa atp Qgduxls wuu aM 
‘aDuapuodsa.uog alaIdduroa aql aas OJ, *uraJoayl ayl 30 Juauralals ayl II! ua@ 
asog qw appuro~ ?d u! -.w 0~ wg q ‘ llv wpllz+ zll~ll = d aqs 
[( P+“)mp + p + v] ds = !?-I I 
LOL 
pm ‘0 = &,a + d(((p + &,a + p + v)(~/I) - &rJ @w 3-i aq snu 
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0 G WI - 114)2+2(11~ - WI - Il4l+llwl) 
= lM12 +1142 +4w - WI - f4Wll 
B llbl12 +llcl12 +2llad - bell - 2Re ad 
= Ilull +l(bJ12 +)lcj12 +lldl12 +2l(ad - bell - Ilull - d- iid - lldl12 
= llAl12 +qldet AlI - Ila + dl12. 
Thus 
0 d 4lldet All(llAl12 +2lldetAll- lb + 412) 
= 4(~~A~~2 +2lldet All)l(det AlI - 2)ldet AllIla + d112 
- 211~ + d l12)ldet AlI 
f 4fi211det A(1 - 2()det Alllla + dl12 - 2Re[(u + d)“det], 
which completes the proof that W(V) is a chord in the unit circle in the 
direction of 
??
3. ILLUSTRATION OF THE MAIN RESULT 
It seems most instructive to illustrate our results through some examples: 
EXAMPLE 1. Let 
= A,. 
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We have 
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(IAll = 54, detA= -24-lli, /32=54+2@7%66.8, 
Hence W(A) is an ellipse with center 0 E C with major axis inclined 
approximately 12.3’ with respect to the positive real line in C (see Figure 1). 
Its major half axis has length 
v=& /]lA]l’ +2]Jdet AlI = i@ = 5.16, 
while its minor half axis has length 
K = i/llA112 - 2(ldet A(( 5: 0.55. 
V has eigenvalues pi = f eia on the unit circle. And W( P ) can be described 
by its endpoints 
V&K= 
EXMPLE 2. Let 
Then 
A0 
1 
eia={z, or a=116.6’, 
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or $=135”. 
Hence W(A) is an ellipse with center 2i + 1 E C, major axis inclined 
approximately 116.6’ with respect to the positive real line, major half axis of 
length 
m v = b(lJA,112 +2(ldet Aol))1’2 = 2 = 2.3, 
and minor half axis of length K = 0.5 (Figure 2). 
V has its eigenvahres pi on a chord of the unit circle that forms an angle of 
135” with the real line. They are 
_L(3T@+i(3*@))= ( -O*Ol+O=Q!}. 
0.999 - 0.012 
And finally, W(P) has endpoints 
EMLE 2a. Let us also draw the previous example with 
instead. Then W(A,) has the same same shape and direction as before, but is 
centered at 0 E C (Figure 3). V has eigenvalues 
on a chord through the center of the unit circle which forms the approximate 
angle of 116.6” with the real line, just as the major axis of W(A) does. P has 
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eigenvalues 
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Example 2 illustrates how for a matrix with trA * 0, W(V) and W(P) 
both can become distorted from the nicer “ tr A = 0” cases in Examples 1 and 
2a. One can actually determine for which A the chord of W(V) and the major 
axis of W(A) are parallel: 
LEMMA 2. W(V) and the major axis of W(A) are parallel iff det A is a 
real multiple of (trA)2 such that 
det A = X(trA)2 for ii<+. 
Proof. W(V) and the major axis of W(A) are parallel iff + = a in Figure 
2. Since 
and ,in _ - 
from Theorems 1 and 4, \c, = (Y iff 
det A det A, 
m = Ildet A,JI E ‘* 
Now 
detA,=(o-F)(d-F)-hc=detA_ (‘:d)‘* 
Since J, = (Y iff det A and det A,, lie on the same ray starting at 0 in C, we 
conclude that $ = (Y iff det A - f(trA)2 and det A both lie on that ray. Hence 
det A = @(trA)2 for real S < 1 iff \c, = (Y. ??
LEMMA 3. W(V) and the major axis of W(A) can be perpendicuh. 
Proof. Take 
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Then 
A, = 
detA=2,detAo= -4, and r in Theorem 4 equals J8 * 0. 
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